NELSON ELEMENTARY MUSIC DEPARTMENT

TALENT SHOW

May 11, 2023

1. HONOR OUR COUNTRY: Please stand for the “Star-Spangled Banner” sung by Kennedy

2. Peyton and Xiomarie - Taekwondo demonstration

3. Brycen - “Remember the Time”

4. Shaylyn and Juliana - “Jolene”

5. Laila Rae and Payton - “What Else Can I Do”

6. Chloe - “Under the Sea” (violin)

7. Anyliyah, Brielle, Caroline and Paris - “Little Einstein Remix”

8. Amelia, Samantha, Sara and Stella - “Flowers”

9. Julieta – Magic

10. Michael – Comedy
1st GRADE: “You-Nique”
“Yakety-Yak” accompanied by The Talons Guitar Group

THE TALONS GUITAR GROUP:
“Perfect” (in the style of Ed Sheeran)

“Stitches” (in the style of Shaun Mendes)

Please join us in the singing of the “Nelson School Song” composed by Nelson teacher, Mr. Terry Senhauser.

5th Grade Guitar Group = Alanah Javier, Luke Wilson, Sophia Thatcher, Sophie Hemmingway, Troy Easters

4th Grade Guitar Group = Ahnika Doughty, Barrett Wyatt, Christian Gromalski, Daisy Sikes, Quentin Zheng, Sara Alfonso, Sebastian Dube, Sophie Downs, Stephanie Stark

THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT!!
SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR VOLUNTEERS AND CUSTODIANS!!

Jason Pepe, Principal
Keri Meadows, Assistant Principal
Carole Pearce, Music Teacher